WINE GRAPES

LET’S GROW TOGETHER

WINE GRAPES
ABOUT SUPPLANT
Today, with the unpredicted climate that is changing rapidly we have to rely on the available
technologies to communicate with plants and prepare them for any scenario. Our mission is to equip
Farmers and Agri-businesses managing their WATER CHALLENGES with the most relevant and powering
actionable agronomic insights.
By changing the basic concept of irrigation methods, based on the plant's current necessities, our unique
technology has proven to SAVE WATER ON GLOBAL SCALES AND IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY AND YIELDS.
Combining Big-Data accumulated over the years with real-time data collected from a vast variety of
hardware sensors, expert agronomists and our unique algorithm; We provide high resolution,
real-time and forecasted insights and irrigation commands for an accurate irrigation regime and
practices, ensuring healthy and robust harvests with the optimum water usage that builds their
resilience through time.

THE BEST AGRONOMIC ENGINE FOR WATER USE EFFICIENCY
Get the data, generate insights, drive actions and get results.
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DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM - DSS
REAL-TIME DATA, FORECASTED PATTERNS, AND PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE TO STAY IN CONTROL.
SupPlant’s Decision Support System provides farmers access to real-time data allowing them to
always stay in control over their plots and plants.
Combined with on-going support from SupPlant’s world-leading agronomist, an accumulating
knowledge is translated to precise irrigation decisions that help grow stronger and healthier plants,
more resilient to changes and prepared for any weather. Healthier plants lead to significant savings
in resources such as water and fertilizers that eventually produce improved yields in terms of
quality and quantity, preventing cracks and other fruit damage.

MANAGE THE EXACT
WATER NEED OF
EVERY PLOT.
STAY IN CONTROL.

Precise irrigation decisions based on:
• MONITORING STATIONS including:
• Trunk and fruit growth sensors.
• Soil moisture sensors (2 per station).
• Climatic measures: temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind.
• Weekly IRRIGATION REGIME, adjusting on a daily basis.
• ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS based on real-time and forecasted data.
• Continuous monitoring of PLANT STRESS.
• Real-time & forecasted plant & fruit GROWTH PATTERNS.
• Real-time & forecasted CLIMATIC DATA.
• Continuous measuring the actual WATER CONTENT IN THE SOIL.
• SupPlant’s world-leading AGRONOMISTS SUPPORT.
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GROWTH-BASED IRRIGATION - GBITM
ARE YOU PREPARED TO GO FULLY AUTONOMOUS?
Introducing the world’s first fully autonomous irrigation technology, reactive to plant’s conditions
and microclimates; SupPlant’s unique CLOSED-LOOP IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
GBITM continually monitors data collected from the plant, soil and weather sensors installed in the field,
analyzes the data and then sends irrigation commands directly to the valves in the field.
The timing of irrigation is the most important factor. SupPlant’s fully autonomous irrigation technology
irrigates at the right time and in the exact amount of water that the plants need. This prevents stress
conditions, maximizes the plants growth. Once your plant is not entering any stress situations – it is
stronger, healthier and more resilient.
All the data is calculated through constant analysis which allows growers to grow more with less,
meeting specific goals of yield characteristics and a dramatic long-term positive effect on the plant and
soil conditions. Those benefits lead to a high-quality yield, less use of pesticides and fewer herbs around
your crops.

AGRONOMIC GUIDANCE 
TECHNOLOGY 
THAT MAXIMIZES
WATER USEEFFICIENCY
BE PREPARED
ANY TIME, ANYWHERE.
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TRUNK SENSOR
IOT-based sensors
located on plants
measure
multiple climate,
soil and plant stem/
trunk and
fruit variables.

CONCLUSIONS
Background
SupPlant’s GBITM system controlled irrigation autonomously of the BVSAB13 Sauvignon Blanc
block throughout the 2017/18 irrigation season, dynamically adapting to the phenological
and climatological variations. The trunk measurements showed a rapid growth of around 30
mm/day until veraison, stage that it is clearly identified through these measurements.
Thanks to this data, early in the season it was possibly to identify an anticipation of the
veraison in comparison to previous years, immediately informing the grower about this
situation. This was partially explained by the high temperatures reached during the
vegetative stages that increased the accumulation of the degree days during the beginning
of the season.
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Regarding water consumption, it was confirmed that GBITM used
a 30% less of water in comparison to one of the Control block
(BVSAB10) but a 15% more of water than the other control block
(BVSAB12). These differences might be explained by the different
clones and cropping levels, but most likely by the fact that the
other plots were not irrigated based on the actual needs of plants in
comparison to the GBITM block.
These results, together with the satellite images observations,
confirm that GBITM is a suitable operational system that can
autonomously control irrigation in Vineyards.
In addition to the trunk growth monitoring that GBITM takes into
consideration, during the following months GBITM will take into
consideration weather forecast that will avoid for example irrigating
when a rain is likely to occur in the following hours/days as in the case that was discussed around
November 20th.
Veraison occurred about five weeks before last season, which was alerted to the grower pertinently

Trunk average comparison between 2016/17 and 2017/18 seasons
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Despite the frequent and heavy rain events recorded mainly in the first period of the observation,
the GBITM system proved to be efficient in water distribution through the season. While during the
rainy period GBITM provide few irrigations between rain events, during the later dryer period, frequent
irrigation events were applied to keep the soil moisture at a defined level and therefore the plant growth
at optimum levels.
Both the soil and plant sensors demonstrated to be crucial also for identifying some problems related to
the irrigation. The soil sensors immediately responded to these problems, helping the grower to solve
the problem. On the other hand, the trunk sensor identified all the phenological stages confirming that
in general the GBITM managed to accurately control the irrigation based on the plant needs. Specially
interesting was the situation after veraison, period in which the quality of the berries is determined, the
GBITM was able to provide water in a timely and quantity manner and deliver in the end, comparative
yield and quality to the control plot.
This first year of application GBITM technology to a wine vineyard in Australia should be considered as
a preparatory stage for further improvement of the irrigation automation technology based on plant
behavior. The fact that the plot irrigated through GBITM reached same levels of yield and quality as the
other similar plots, confirms that the obtained growth pattern reveal the correct plant growth rate during
the season. Therefore, the characterization of the trunk growth using dendrometers, represent an ideal
reference that will be able to be used on future seasons for automatically controlling irrigation through
the GBITM system. Finally, it is suggested to implement the following season an additional treatment in
which some irrigation constraints will be applied after veraison so to improve the berries quality while
saving water. Thanks to the accurate dendrometer measurements, various levels of stress will be able to
be monitored, registered and later replicated if considered to be a better practice.

Plot

Yield (Ton/Ha)

Baume

pH

GBI BVSAB13

15.0

11.3

3.1

Control BVSAB5

14.7

11.2

3.0
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